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SOLAR.

A RENEWABLE ENERGY.

by
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July 1981

The Energy Workshop was co-sponsored by TSU and a grant from the U.S.
Department of Energy. However, the opinions and positions expressed
in this docylent are those of thopauthors and do not represept the
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I. INTRODUCTION

'Overview

1

#

For hundreds of years, man has regarded the sun as a possible source
of power. In 214 B.C. Archimedes defeated the Roman Armada by designing
a system of mirrors that concentrated the sun's rays to set enemy ships
on fire. In 1615., Salom n de Caux, a-French engineer, Conducted simple
experiments in solar ene gy. Antoine Layoisier, a French chemist,°used
solar energy to melt. n in 1774. John Erickson, af'American engineer
and inventor, built R first solar steam engine in. 1870. Bef6re WW I
English scientists built a A-ar powered pumping station for an irrigation
system on the Nile River.

0

Modern research on the use of so4ar energy started in the 1936s with
the invention of a solar boilers by Charles G. Abbot, the initiation of
the Godfrey .Cabot solar programs at Harvard University and the \Massachu-
setts IrAtitute of Technoloay, And the establishment of the Hellotechnic-
Institute in Russia. The Bell Telephone Laboratories.developed a solar
battef'y in 1954. In the me year, the National Physical Laboratory of"
India Devised an aluminum olar cooker, or stove, that will be valuable1
in areas with little fuel f any kind, The solar stove boils "a kettle
containing three gu4rts of water- in less than an hour. ."1--,.

. x

** HAND OUT OOK "ABOUT SOLAR ENERGY" .. ,e V ,

4

The sun s nd out a never-ending stream of radiant energy. Most of this
energy w call-sunlight. The amount of .solar' energy streaming. toward

the eart in only afle day equals th energy that couldbe produced by
burning 550 billion tons of coal. h is as much:Coal as would be dug
in the United 'States in 1,000 year End* solar energy fa on the
U.S. every 20 minutes to fill the c tr 's entire power needs foA.one
year.

In order to be used as an effective source of power,;solar energy will
have to be collected and, dePnding on its use, perhaps concentrated and
stored!. Scientists have conducted'experiments with solar energy to heat
and air-condition.homes. They also have used it to cook food, to purify',
water, to irrigate land, and to furnish power for telephone lines. Huge

solar.furnaces have provided heat for testing metals. t3ut further

research is needed before the uses of the sr can become, important
practically, or before the sun can be use directly as a major source
of power.

.14BJECTIVEI:

1. The student will understand photosyntheSis
2. The student will describe the meaning of solar energy
3. The student will'discuss the development of solar energy
4. The studeihwill .advantages and disadvantages of solar energy
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ACTIVITIES

I)

1. Collect cartoons related to the energy crises and make a bulletin
board display.

Us'e a-prism to break Sunlight into separate colors--the spectrum..
Paint a chartirepcoducing the si4ectrum. What causes a rainbow?

3. Have students discuSs what the earth would ¢e like without the,sun'
in the sky. . -e'

Let three students representing the Sun, the earth, and the moon'
demonstrate celestial movements within our 'solar system. The moon

should keep facing the Earth as it circles around it; the Earth
should spin counterclockwise while it revolves around the Sun; the
un should twirl-counterclockwise a5,Jt.move§ diagonally across the
m (Practice to avoid collision).

5. Wa h "Great is the House of the Sun ", Z1 min.'

6. Discussion of why energy ,from the sun is so important to this
planet.

7.How much warmer do things get in the sun than in the shade?--30 tnin.
\

The student vill compare the temperatures or shaded and sunny areas.

4 CONCEPT: To take thebest advantage of solar energy, it is necessary
to collect the sun's direct rays.

Materials: 2 styrofoam cups, 2 therinometers, rlatoh.

Pour equal amounts of cold water into 2 styrofoam cups. The colder

the better) Place a thermometer in'each cup. Measure the water

temperature in each cup. Set one cup in the sun and the other in
the shade.. What is the temperature of each after 5, 10; and 15 min?
Make a graph and use it to record the temperatures for 15 minutes.
Use different colors for each cup. Would the water In the cup get

warm on a cloudy day? On,alcold, sunny day.

FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS:

I. Can a house be heated by solar endrgy if it is shaded by a big **tree?

.2. 'What happens to the water in a hose if it lays in the sun all dar?

II. HOW CAN WE USE .SOLAR ENERGY?
6 r

HAND OUT HOW, TO SPEAK "SOLAR."

. OBJECTIVES

.1. The students will identify ways solar energy can be applied,
i.e.,,water.heater, heating and cooli 'ng, cells, wind, etc.

2. The students will determin6 which of the above applicalions

are practical for Aeir qtographical rocation..
,
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They tails about,electAcal
blgiOcouts, but My mach i nen?
koeps running without,'

a hitch.

They warn me about
electrical brown-Outs. but
I've never mtanybody
who's been through ne.

They predict electrical
curtailment and circkiit
overloads. What are they
trying to do anyway?

They say I oughtto t
Standby power m so ,
l II be able ID cope-with these

" inevitable"electrical failures.

Well, I can get along very well

yithout
standby power,ttiank

u. 1 have faith in our primary
electric power system.

4

I .

1

I Standby power. It's n
I.

just for the otiKr guy.

7
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`ACTIVITIES
,
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.
....._j

1. To be done on a bright sunny : in.groups of ,three lefLstudents
carry out this procedure.

a. Assemble the fiploWn
.

34..tin.can one painted black inside
-tap:water,

, 1/2 strAe'of bacon broken intothree"pieces

3 thermometers

b. Place equal aMounts_ ofyiter in eack3All can. ilace the thermoMeters /

in each can. Using the biconvex lens, concentrate the sun's rays
on the water's surface in 'one unpairird tin can. Check the .

temperature change every fiye minutes aver a twenty-minute period.
Record your observations. .Empty the-tin cans.

c. Place a small. portion of bacpn in each of the three tin cans.
Using the biconvex lens, concemtrate.the sun's rays on the bacon
that is in one of the' unpainted tin cans: Which piece of bacon
cooked the quickest? Why?

2. How much hotter does a house get when the windows face south instead
of north.--l'hour.

The student will compare- the amount of solar heat collected in south
and north windows.

CONCEPT:

MATERIALS:

If a home is positioned correctly, it can be used as a
passive solar collector.

2 cardboard boxes.(same size), white paint or paper,
2 thermometers, plastic wrap; knife( using teacher's
discretion) Masking tape.

...

Cut a large hole in 1 side of bath boxes; cover hdles with plastic
wrap, tape the wrap tightly over the hales. Paint both boxes white,
or cover them both with white paper. Plate one plastic front facing
the sun, the other away %froMethe sun. Place a thermometer in eaCh
box, and put them in the sun. 'ReCor'd the temperatures after 10
minutes, and 20 minutes, and 30 minutes. What do you find? `

QUESTIONS: If you were designing a house in'Alaska, on which side would
you have theost windows? What about a house in Arizona?

DISPLAY THE SOLAR HOME

Some students might want to construct their own solar house' (sma ll)

3. Present film "Energy from the Sun"--available from NES

4. Have Mr. William Bennett, NES meet with the studerits to discuss "-
active and passive solar energy, converting (solar energy to electricity,
heating and cooling with solar energy; and solar cells.

8
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5. On a sunny day put a straight stick, into the ground. Mark the position
and length of its shadow every hour. When is the shadow longest?
When is it shortest? Do you think the results would be the same one
Month from now? 4,_

6. In collecting solar energy, is bigger better?

The student will compare .-the effectiVeness.of different sizes of
solar collectors.

AIOCONCEPT:

MATERIALS:

I

More solar energy can be collected 0, increasing the size
of the collector.

large disposable pie plate, small -disposable pike plate,
black paint (not water soluble--wray paint is easiest)
thermomefkr, metric measuring cup, clear plastic food
wrap, newspapers, styrofoam cups, masking tape, water,
candle

Paint both pie plates black, When the paint dires, Add 100 ml of
water to each pie plate, wrap plastic wrap tightly around them,
tape the plastic securely, record the temperature .of the water in
each plate. Place each on a stack of newspapers in the sun for
10 minutes. (Newspapers serve as insulation. Why is this, important?
Now pour the water into styrofoam cups and measure the tepperatures.

QUESTION: Which ,plate;had the hotter water? How can this information'
help you design a'solar collector?

Refill the large pan. Using Candle, heat to the same temperature
you recorded using the sun. 'How much did the candle cost? How much
did the solar energy cost? What are the advantages of each?

Is solar energy free?

HAND OUT SHEETS ON "SOLAR ANGLES" AND WHERE POWER IS USED IN AN AVERAGE
HOME.

Discuss different contributs of solar energy knowledge,
O. S. (Ozzie Williams, 1921- ) First-Black aeronautical engineer

-to be hired by Republic Aviattons Inc., He is in charge of trade
and industrial relations with emerging African nations, here his
work includes the application of solar and wind energy to African

4
III. FUTURE OF SOLAR ENERGY

0

needs.

or'

By the year, noolo it is projected that almost 20% of the U.S. energy
consumption wil.1 be used for heating and cooling of 75 million commercial
and restdentia0 buildings. Solar energy, by its very nature, is particu-
larly suited for low temperature heatimg.and cooling applications.

I
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Rockets to Solar
And Wind Energy for
Africa

O.S. (Ozzie) Williams, 1921-
1

O.S. (oz41) Wipiams was.the first
Black aeroributical engineer to be
.hireci by lift public Aviation, Inc.,
during World War II. Subsequently,
he joined Greer Hydraulics, Inc.,
where he became a group project
engineer and helped develop the.first
airborne radar beacon for locating
crashed aircraft. A specialist in small
rocket engine design, Williams also was
associated with the'Reaction Motors
Division of Thiokol Chemical
Corporatign,

In 1961, he joined Grumman Inter-
national, where he was in charge of
developing and producing the control
rocket systems that guided lunar

4

1modules during moon landings. This
responsibility included adMinistering,
nearly f4rty million &Afars in sdbeon-
tracts. Williams now is vice president
of the firm, is charge of trade and
industrial relations with emerging
African nations; here his work
includes the application ot solar and
wind energy to African needs.
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4

/Different methods qf using sola erirgy in use today.

I. Photovoltaic (power generation) (electric).

This is very expensive due to high cost and low efficiency of solar
cells.. But, this form of solar energy has.been used extensively by
NASA for many years'°(the Vanguard). One scillool in Niger, .West Africa

where the cheapest route fona school to take was to use solar cell
and batteries.

2.. Heat Generation

Most common application of solar energy. 'Heating of hot water for
domestic purposes and space heating, space cooling and steam pro-
uction, and the heating of other materials for industrial utiliza-'
tion. The National Science Foundation recently fundeetwo successful
experiments,. providing solar heat for a grade school in Timonium,
Maryland and a high school in Dorchester, Mas6chusetts.

How does one justify whether a solar installation I "economically"
feasible?

1. The usual technique is by the "life cycle" cost method.,

2. The meffiod requires fore6sting into the fdture. One must

predict such things as:

energy escalation rate, inflation rate, maintenance increase
rate, market discbunt rate, insurance and tax increase rate,
mortgage rate, depreciation rate.

.Cost of Solar Systems

1. collecto

O i4

\_co5ts are presently between $11.00 and8.00/ft2.

HANDAUT SHEET ON "SOLAR FACTSHEET"

EVALUATION .

1. Why epergy...,from the sun s.o important to this planet?

2. Do you think there would be any way for life on.Earth to survive with-
---)put the sun?

3. Ancient peoples thought of the sun as a.. god. Most dictionary

definitions of God include some words, which could be used to describe
the sun. Which of these words would you apply to the sun, and why.?

4. Why do may plants turn yellow and die if kept from direct sunlight?

5. Why do dark - colored fabrics feel warmer to the touch on..a sunny day
than light-colored ones?
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Films:

.J .

Great -is the House of the Sun--21 minutes, 16mm, Color
Order film No. HQ 144
_NASA Public Affairs Office (free rental)
Call or write: Marshall Spate Flight Center, Alabama 3-5812

Our Mr. Sun--60 min. 'Southwestern Soundfilms
4

;1709 South Lamar Street
Dallas, TX 75215

or call local business office of the Southwestern Bell Telephone Co,

"Sunbuilders--16mm, 20 minutes (06 loan)
Regional Solar Energy Centers and Department of Energy
Film Library, Technical Information Center
P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN. 37880

New Mexico Passive Solar Buildings, 16mm--131/2 min. (free loan)
Deaprtment of,Energy Film Library,
`Technical Information Cen
P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, I 37830

Design With the Sun: Passive Solar Architecture, 16mm, 27 min. (Rent)II
Danamar Film Productions,
275 Kilby
Los Alamos, NM 87544

The Solar Promise, 16mm, 281/2 min. (Rent)
Henry Mayer, M.D.
945 Middlefield Rd.
Redwood,City, CA 94063

PUBLCATIOWS

A Survey of Passive Solar Homes
Sperintendent of Documents; Government Printing Office

SOlar I
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
U.S. Department of Energy
Education Division
Office of Consumer Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20585
No. DE-AC05-760R00033
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